THE (<b,s)REGULAR SUBSETS OF n-SPACEC)
BY

JOHN M. MARSTRAND

1. Notation and definitions. Except for a special notation introduced in §5,
the following is a complete summary. Some of the notation coincides with that
used in Fédérer [2].
1.1. Points. Euclidean «-space, denoted by E„, is the set of points
x=(x{1),---, x(n)). The origin is 0. Further notation isx- y = x(1)y(1) + ■■■
+xwyw,
Xx = iXxw,-,Xxw),
x-y = (x(1) - y(1), -,xw - y(n)), pix,y) = | x - y | is the
distance from x to y, A(xl5 ■■■,xn)is the determinant of
/I)

xx

An)

xx

A direction is a point 9 such that 02 = 1.
1.2. Matrices. The group of orthogonal
n x n matrix is /„.

n x n matrices is ^„. The unit

If
'u

R
ln\

and x is the point (x(1), •••,x(n)), then Rx is the point ( Y,]=xaljXU), ■•■,Z"=1a,,;X0)).
That is, when points are regarded as matrices, they are regarded as columns
instead of rows.
1.3. Sets are denoted by capital Roman letters, but such letters sometime
have other applications.
The class of Borel sets in E„ is 3Sn.

Let a 6 E„, R e ^„, let k he an integer with 0 ^ k ^ n, and let X > 0. Then by
Lkn(a,R,X)
we denote the set containing all points x such that if R(x —a) = y, then

|y°j ^Afor i = k + l,-,n.
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Also, M\ia,R,X) = £„ - Lkia,R,X).
Let r > 0. Then KAa, r) is the open sphere containing all points x with
pta,x) < r, and C„(a,r) is the closed sphere given by p(a,x) ^ r.

Further,

LkAa,R,X,r) = LkAa,R,X)nCn(a,r)
and

Mkia,R,X,r) = MkAa,R,X)r\CAa,f).
When k = n —1, the sets depend only on the last row of R, say(0(1), •••,0(")) = 0
which is a direction. Then we will sometimes use an alternative notation given by

L"n-\a,R,X) = LAa,6,X),
and similarly we modify the other notation by replacing R by 0 and omitting fc.
When 0 is a direction we denote by

HAaAX)
the set of points x such that

(x - a) • 0 > X.

Thus HAa,6,X)u HAa, - 0,X)= MAa,0,X).
Again, HAa, 9, X,r) = HAa, 0, X)n CAa, r).
Given a set A c £„, we denote by P*(£) the (projected) set of all (x x, •■■,xfc)e £t

such that ixx,---,x„)eA.
We denote by pia,A) the distance of x to A, that is, the lower bound of
pia,x) for xeA.
Given X > 0, XA denotes the set of points Xa such that a e A.
By Cl(/4) and Int(^4) we denote respectively the closure and interior of A,
and Ax B and a x B denote Cartesian product sets.
1.4. Measures.
We denote by U„ the class of all measures over E„. That
is, cbeUn means that
(i) 0 ^ <piA)^ co whenever A <=E,„
(ii) the ^»-measure of the empty set is zero,

(iii) 4>iA)S¡ <¡>iB)whenever AcB<=E„,

(iv) <KUj°=
i4) ^ E/" i W

wheneverA, c £„, j = 1,2, - .

As usual, a set j4 is ¿-measurable when <£LY)= ^>(Z n4) + cj>iX- A) whenever X c £„.
We denote by f7¿ the class of all measures cb over En such that all closed
subsets of E„ are (/»-measurable. By U"nwe denote the class of all elements cbeU'n
with the additional property cbEn< co.
For any set A <=JE„, and s ^ 0, ^,A
denotes the Hausdorff s-dimensional
measure of A, and this measure is defined in the usual way. Also, ¡f\A
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denotes the Hausdorff spherical s-dimensional measure, where the covering sets
are restricted to be open spheres. These measures are defined in Fédérer [2]
for integers s, but this restriction is irrevelant in the definitions.
1.5. Densities. Given s ^ 0, (be U'n,A c E„,xeEn; we have the (#,s) upper
and lower spherical densities of A at x defined by

Q*i(b,A,x) = \ims\iv)r~s(biAr)CBix,r)),
r->0

Os„i(b,A,x) = Iiminfr~s4>G4nCB(x,r)).
r-»0

When these are equal,
©B(<M,x) - Hm r-s<biAr\Cnix,r)).
r->0

These densities differ from those defined by Fédérer by a factor dependent
only upon n and s.
We say that x is a i<b,s)regular point with respect to A when 0 < Q"ni<b,
A, x) < co.
In the special case A = E„ we simply call x a i<b,s) regular point. The set B is
i<b,s) regular if:
(i) B is (^-measurable,

(ii) <f>B
< oo,
(iii) (¿»-almost all points of B are regular.
Given also an integer k such that 0 ^ k ^ n, we say that x is a weakly i(b,s,k)
tangential point with respect to A when it is a i<b,s) regular point with respect
to A, and, in addition, for some Re@„,
\iminfr~s<biA n Mkix,R,r¡r,r)) = 0 whenever n > 0.
r-0

Again, when A = E„, x is a weakly (</>,
s, k) tangential point. The set B is weafc/y
i4>,s,k) tangential if it is ($,s) regular and ^-almost all its points are weakly

(</>,s,fe)tangential.
1.6. The expression y = Oix) means that \y\ < KHSx, where KHwSdepends
only on n and s.

2. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following:
Theorem

1. Let <be £/„',s ^ 0, and Zei ei>ery poini of B be i<b,s) regular

with respect to A, where BczA er En and (bB > 0. Then

(i) s is an integer, and
(ii) (b-almost all points of B are weakly i(b,s,s) tangential with respect to A.

In [3] I have proved (i) of this theorem in the case n = 2,<b = M"2. The
same method would yield a proof for arbitrary <b,but would not generalise to
n dimensions, nor would it prove (ii). Nevertheless, some of the techniques used
in that paper are generalised in the present paper.
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We could call a point strongly (</>,s,fc)tangential if we were able to replace
the "lim inf" in the definition by "lim". Then we would have, in the case s = k,
a definition equivalent 0-almost everywhere to Federer's icb,k) restrictedness.
The problem of proving (ii) of Theorem 1 with "weakly" replaced by "strongly"
still remains open. In [4] I have proved this in the case n = 3, s = 2, c¡>= Jf2,
but even then only with a stronger definition of regularity, for I assume that
the density actually equals one almost everywhere. Besicovitch [1], Morse and
Randolph [7], and Moore [5] have solved the problem completely in the case
s = l.
3. Theorem 2. Let cbeUl, s = 0, and let Beú&„ be a icb,s) regular

set

with cpB> 0. Then
(i) s is an integer, and
(ii) B is weakly icb,s,s) tangential.

Lemma A.
Proof.

The Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent.

We must prove that in Theorem 1 we may assume without loss of

generality that
(1)

tpA< co,

A = E„ and Be3Sn.

Accordingly, let us suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Then
for every point a e B we can find r such that

^nC>,r)]<co,
and hence we may cover B by a countable set of such spheres

CiJ\

; = 1,2,-.

Assume Theorem 1 is true in the case cbA < oo. Then even if c\>A= co, (i) and (ii)
are true with A and B replaced by

AnC(„J) and Br\C™
respectively, provided

^[ßncij,]>0.
Summing over j gives us (i) and (ii) as stated, and so we may assume without
loss of generality that cbA< oo.
Again, assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Let p be the measure
such that for any set EcEn,

pE = 4>iEO A).
Let B' be the set of all (/¿,s) regular points of £„. Then B c B' eS3)n.(This is
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easily proved by standard methods.) The hypotheses of Theorem 1 are now
also satisfied with <b,A,B replaced by p,En,B'.
Consequently, all of (1) may be assumed without loss of generality, and our
lemma is proved.
4. Elementary lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let (b e U"„ s ^ 0, and let every point of Beâ$„ be a (4>,s) regular
point of E„. Then for any set A czE„we have

(1)

O„((M-B,*)

=0

at (b-almost all points xeB.

Proof. From Fédérer [2, §3.2], we have (1) holding at ^„-almost all x in B.
Let the exceptional set be X <=B. Then
Sr°s„X= 0 and hence 3fsnX = 0.

It remains to prove (bX = 0.
Let Xj denote the points xeX

such that

Qsn((b,En,x)<l/j.

Then
00

X=\JXj.
j =l

Further, using Fédérer [2, §3.6],
(bXj g 2~5j~13ei„Xj = 0.

We deduce <bX= 0 by summing over j.
Lemma 2.

Let <be V"n and B e 38n. Then given e > 0 we can find a closed

set FczB such that tbF^il-

¿)(bB.

For a proof, see [6].
5. Special notation. Given integers k^n
and a real number s~¿.0 then
Pin,s,k) denotes the following proposition:
For every measure (be U',[ all i(b,s) regular Borel subsets of E„ are weakly

i(b,s,k) tangential.
6. We devote this section to proving

Lemma B. 7/0 ^ s < n, then P(n,s,n —1) is true.
Lemma 3. Let (beU'„, aeE„, r> 0, and let /(p)

tion of peEx. Then

be a 88„-measurable func-
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f

Jc„(a,r)

fip)dpdcbx.

J \x-a\

Proof. Let
tfip) when \x-a\£p,
giP'X)

=

10

when \x —a\> p.

Then the left-hand side of (1) may be written

gip,x)dcbxdp.
Jo

Jc„(a.r)

By Fubini's theorem (see Saks [8]), this is equal to

gip,x)dpdcbx,
J C„(a,r) Jo

which is seen to equal the right-hand side of (1) as required.

Lemma 4. Let cbe U'n, s ^ 0, / > 0, r > 0, e > 0, and let a0 = 0 and ax be
points in E„ such that | ax \ < r and

(1 - ¿)lps < cbfCAappf] < (1 + e)lps whenever p = r, ; = 0,1.
Then
Í

x • axdcbx = 0(|a1|V

+ fi/rs+2).

J C„(a0,r)

Proof.

We have for j = 0,1,

f

(r2-|x-aJ|2)#x=

2 í

J C„(aj,r)

Í

pdpdcbx

J C„(aj,r) J \x-aj\

= 2

pçb[CAaj,p)]dp, by Lemma 3,

= 2 r(l+0(e))/p5+1dJo
Jo

= -^rs+2-|-0(eZrs+2).
s+ 2

Thus
(1)

f

Jc„(ao,r)

(r2-|x|2)#x-

Í

J C„(ai,r)

ir2-\x-ax\2)dçbx=0ielrs+2).

Now for all x e Cn(a0, r + | ax |) —C„(a0, r — | ax |) we have
\r2-\x-ax\2\

Consequently,

= \ir + \x-ax\)ir-\x-ax\)\ii2r

+ 2\ax\)i2\ax\)<8r\ax\.
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f

Jc„(a,,r)

375

(r2 - | x - ax\2)d(bx

8r|fl1|0[C.(co,r+|fl1|)-C11(flo,r-|o1|)]

= 8/r 10l | [(r + | ax |)' - (r - | fll |)' + 0(efO]
= Oi\ax\2lrs + elrs+2).

We also have

f

ir2-\x-ax\2)d(bx-

f

Jcn(a0,r)

ir2-\x\2)d(bx

JCn(a0,r)

=

f

i\x\2-\x-ax\2)d<bx

=

f

Jc„(ao,r)

(2x-a1-|a1|2)d(^x

J C„(a0,r)

= -|a1|2^>[^nCB(a0,r)]

+ 2 f

x-a#x

J C„(ao,r)

= -|ai|2/rs

+ 0(£/rs +2) + 2 f

x-fld^x.

JC„(a0,r)

We can now deduce the lemma by applying (1) and (2).

Lemma 5. Let <beU¿, s S: 0, I > 0, r > 0, 2>0
be points in E„ such that
a =

max
j = i."

and

fei a0 = 0,a1,---,aB

| a¡ | < r,

A = A(a1,---,a„)^0,
(1 - e)lps < 4>[C„iaj,p)] < (1 + e)/ps whenever p^r,j
Then for any direction 9,

f

= 0,1,—,n.

x-0d0x = O(an+1|A|-1Zrs+ean-1|A|-V+2).

Jc„(a0,r)

Proof.

As usual, we let x = ix(i\---,xin))

£ a^A)f
¿=1

J C„(a0,r)

xwd(/>x= f

and a,- = (aj1', •••,aj")). Then

£ xwafd(bx = f

J C„(a0,r) A = l

= 0(a2/rs + e/rs+2)for;

x-a/tyx
C„(a0,r)

= l,-,n,

by Lemma 4.
To prove this lemma for any given direction 9 we may assume without loss
of generality that axes have been set up so that 9 = (1,0, ■■■,0).Then regarding
ajX) as coefficients of linear equations, we have
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x(i)dcbx

J C„(a0.r)

= 0[(aV

+ £lrs+2)x"-l\ A|_1],

as required.
In the following lemma we modify slightly the definition given in 1.5 of weakly
tangential points, and show that the new definition is equivalent.

Lemma 6. Let cbeU'„,xeE„,

s ^0 and let fcbe an integer suchthat O^fc^n.

Then x is a weakly i<¡>,s,k) tangential
(i) x is itp,s) regular, and
(ii) for some function R' = R'{n,r)e
(1)

point if and only if
Sn,

lim inf r~scb [M*ix, R', nr,r)~] = 0 whenever n > 0.
r-*0

The only difference is that in the original definition R was independent of
n and r.
Proof. Suppose that our new definition is satisfied.
Let Rj - R'il/j, 1/j) for j = 1,2,—, and let R be any limit point in Sn of
this sequence. Then it is easily seen that (1) holds with R' replaced by R, and so
our original definition in 1.5 is satisfied.
The implication in the other direction is trivial.
Lemma 7.

Let ao = 0eEn,

HczEn, X>0

be such that for

all directions

H Ci MAao,0,X) is not empty.
Then we can find points ax,--,aneH

such that

\Aiax,-,an)\>X".

Proof.

Let 9X be an arbitrary direction. Then we can find a point

axeH r\M„ia0,6x,X),

which implies | ax ■9x| > X.
Let 02 be any direction such that
ax-92 = 0.

Then we can find a point
a2eH

nMnia0,92,X)

which implies
|a2-02|

> X.

0,
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In general, having found aj;0; for j = l,—,p < n such that |flj-0j| > X for
j = 1,•■-,? and aj-9j = 0 for i <j = l,---,p, we let 0P+1 be any direction such
that a¡-9p+x = 0 for i = l,—,p. Then we can find a point

ap+xeH nM„(ao,0p+1,A),

which implies

K+i-0p+i|> *•
In this way we find a}eH and 9j, for j = 1,••-,«, such that

|a,-0y| >A for j = 1,—,n
and a¡'0,- = 0 for i<j = l,---,n. That is,
ai1'

«1°

-,(!>

M

<f - 0^1
öin)
- 9.w_ La»i- «J

where | a¿,-| > X and ai; = 0 whenever i <j.
Taking determinants,
|A(a1,-,a,1)A(01,",0,I)|

= |a11-a,1B|>A^

On the other hand, by a well-known theorem on determinants,

iaí^,...,^)!2^ n ii9f)2 = u
j=i ¡=i
since the 9¡ are directions.
Our lemma now follows.
Lemma 8. Let cbe \J"„,s ^ 0, and let A be the set of those points in E„ which
are icb,s) regular but nonweakly i<p,s,n —l) tangential. Then at A-almost
every point aeA we have

lim r~(s+1)
r-»0

ix-a)-9dcbx

= 0 for all directions 0.

Jc„(o,r)

Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. Then we can find a set A*cA, A*e@n,
X > 0, p > 0 such that cbA*> 0, and at every point a e A* we have

(1)

Q'ni<P,En,a)<X

and

(2)

limsup r"(s+1) f
r -»0

for some 0.

J Cn(o,r)

(x - a) ■9dcbx> p
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By Lemmas 2 and 6 we find a closed set B c A*, and n, where 0 < r¡ < 1,

such that

4>B>0
and
(3)

liminfr-50[Mn(a,0,f7p,p)]

> 0 for any 9 and whenever a eB.

r->0

Now let s be arbitrary subject to 0 < e < 1. Since (1) holds at every point
a e B we can find a closed set D c B, «5> 0, and I such that

0< /< A,
(4)
(bD>0,
and
(5)

(1 - s)lp°< (bC„ia,p) < (1 + e)/ps whenever aeD

and p < ¿.

Let a0 be any point of D at which (use Lemma 1)

G'ni<b,EB-D,ao) = 0.
Since (3) holds at a0 we now have

liminfr~s0[DnMB(a,0,wp,p)]

> 0

r-»0

for all 9, and hence for some ôx, where 0 < öx < Ö,

(6)

0[D nM„(a,6,)jp,/))] > 0 whenever p < öx and for all 0.

Take now any r < ôx and let
Pi = a1/2r,

(7)
7Í = DnCB(a0,p1).

Take axes so that a0 = 0. Apply (6) with p = px. Then for all 0,
H C\M„(a0,9,r¡px) is not empty.

Consequently, by Lemma 7 we can find points ax,---,a„eD
a = max
;=i.»

such that

| a¡ \ < pt < r

and

|A| = |A(ai,...,«J|>i,Vi.
In addition, (5) holds at each a¡, and so by Lemma 5, for any direction 0,
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x • Odtpx= oip\^n~np:nirs+ vT VW"'»**2)

Jc„(flo,r)

= Oipxn~nlr' + spl1ri~nlrs+2)

= 0(e1/2f/-"Ar5+1) from (4) and (7).

Since this holds for any r < ôx we have

limsup r_(s+1) f
r—0

x • 9dtpx = 0(e1/2r/-"A) for all 0.

J C„(a0,r)

Hence from (2), p = Oiell2r¡~"X). But s was chosen arbitrarily small after X, p
and n had been determined. Thus we have a contradiction and the lemma must
be true.
Lemma 9. If cbe [/„",0_ s < n, í/ten ai cb-almost every (</>,s)regular point
a e E„ we can find a direction 9 idepending on a) such that
liminf r~s<p\_HAa,9,nr,r)]

= 0 whenever n>0.

r-»0

Proof. Let l,X,n,rx be arbitrary subject to l,X,rx > 0, 0 < n < 1, and let Ax
denote the set of points a e £„ such that

Q*nicb,En,a)<l

and
(1)

</>[i7B(a,0,jjr,r)] > Xrs for all 0 whenever r<rx.

Suppose, contrary to the lemma, that cbAx> 0, and choose a closed set Bx <=AX,
and r2 such that
cbBx>0,

0<r2<r1,

and
(2)

cb\CAa,r)~] < 2/r8 whenever aeBx

and r<r2.

Let ax be any point of Bx at which
0sB(^,£„-B1,a1)

= O.

Then we can, given e > 0, find r3 such that
0 < r3 < r2,

and
(3)

^[(£B-B1)nCn(a1,r3)]<6ri3.

Now let p denote the greatest distance of any point in CAax,il/3n)r3) from Bx.
We shall determine a lower bound for p. Note on the other hand that
p g (l/3n)r3.
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Take at at 0 and consider all points (6mxp,---,6mnp) in Cnia1,il/3n)r3),
where mx,--,mn are integers. The number of these points exceeds Kp~nr"3, where
K depends only on n. Denote the points by p¡, j = 1, ■■•,!.By the definition of
p, there is a point of Bx within p of every

Pj = i6mxp,--,6m„p).

From (1) it follows that the cube bounded by xt = (6m, + 2)p, i = l,--,n,

has

^-measure exceeding Xps. Summing over all the cubes, which are nonoverlapping, and all contained in C„iax,r3),

0[Cn(a1;r3)] > (K;V3)(Aps) = KXp'~" r\.
On the other hand, from (2) we have
(b[Cniax,r3)-]<2lrs3,

and hence
[KX\1Kn-s)

p>(-2r)

r>-

It follows that we can find a point bx in Cniauil/3n)r3)
from Bx satisfies

(4)

/KX\m"-s)
(^-j

r3<

Pl<

whose distance, px say,

I 1\
(sj„.

Let b2 be the point of Bx (or one of them) which lies on the boundary of CJibuPi).
Since the interior of this sphere contains no points of Bx it follows by geometry,

with 0! the direction of b2bx, that
Bt r)H„ib2,91,n2p1,rip1)

is empty.

Also, this set is contained in Cniax,r3), and hence from (3) we have
0[HB(&2,01,iî2p1,Mp1)]

< ers3
(11

\s/(n-s)

jrj)

r¡-sir,Piy, from (4).

Now e was chosen independently of I, X, n, and if chosen sufficiently small,
then the above inequality will contradict (1) when 0 = 9X and r = r\px < rt.
Hence our assumption (bAx> 0 must be false. We now refer to the definition
of Ax. Since the (<£,s) density is finite at every i(b,s) regular point, and I may
be arbitrarily large, we have, for arbitrary X,t\, rx and ^-almost every itb, s) regular
point a,
0[HB(a,0,wr,r)]

^ Xrs for some 0 and some r < r,.
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For every positive integer m, let A(m)= r(xm)
= m"1. Then for (/»-almost every
icb,s) regular point a we can find a direction 0(m) and a positive number
r(ra) < r(1m)such that
(¿[ffn(a,0lra),Mr(m),r(m))]

= A(m)(r(m))s.

Let 0 denote any one of the limiting directions of the sequence {0(m)}.Then

liminf r_5(/>[í7„(fl,0,2í?r,r)] = 0,
r-»0

and since n can be arbitrarily small the lemma is proved.
We can now prove Lemma B which is stated at the beginning of this section.
Proof of Lemma B. Let cbe U¡¡,0 ;£ s < n, and let A be the set of those points
which are icb,s) regular but not weakly icb,s,n —1) tangential. We must prove

that <pA= 0.
By Lemma 8, at ^-almost every point a e A we have

lim r"(s+1) f
r-*0

ix-a)-9dcbx = 0

JC„(a,r)

for all direction 0.
Also, by Lemma 9, at ^-almost every point a e A we can find a direction 0
(depending on a) such that
liminf r-s(/>[77n(a,0,»/r,r)]

= 0 whenever?/ > 0.

r-»0

By regularity, at every point a e A we can find a positive number I (depending
on a) such that
lim r"s</)[Cn(a,r)] = /.
r-»0

Thus, at ^-almost every point a e A, we can, given e,n, where e > 0 and 0 < n < 1,

find arbitrarily small r > 0 such that

(1)
(2)

f

(x-a)-6d<px
(x
- a)

<ers+1,

cb\HAa,9,nr,ry\<er',

and

(3)
Let us use the notation

= HSa,-0,nil2r,r).

Then

çblCAa,r)-]<2lr'.
C = CAa,r),

H = HAa,9,nr,r)

and

H*
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■ (x —a) •9d(bx =

Jc

Jn

(x - a) ■9d<px+

+

[December

(x —a) •9d(bx

J H*

(x - a) ■9d(bx
J C-H-H*

^ r<bH- nll2r(bH* + r\r(biC -H-H*).
Hence, from (1), (2) and (3) (which hold for some arbitrarily small r),
-ers+1

< srs+1 - nll2r(bH*

+ 2/nrs+1,

hence
4>H*<2ien~1/2 + lnll2)f.

We could have chosen e = m, and then
(bH* = (b[_Hnia,-9,nll2r,r)-\

< 2(Z + l)n1/2rs.

Adding this to (2) we have
(blMnia,9,nll2r,r)\

< [2(/ + I),1'2 + „>',

which holds at 0-almost all points a e A for a direction 0 and a set of arbitrarily
small r. Since w was chosen arbitrarily, and the left-hand side increases as «-»0,

it follows that
liminf r~s(b\Mnia,9,Xr,r)~\ = 0 whenever X > 0.
r->0

With regularity, this implies that almost all points of A are weakly i<b,s,n —l)
tangential. By the definition of A, we now have (bA = 0, and the proof is complete.

7. In this section we generalise Lemma B by proving
Lemma C. // s is a number and k an integer such that 0^s<k
then Pin,s,k) is true.

Lemma 10. Given a sequence of measures (/>yeC7B,j = l,2,---,

+ l^n,

such that

lim 0;[CB(O,1)] = 1,
;->oo

and

(bjA= 0 whenever A n C„(0,1) is empty,
we can find a subsequence of integers, jm, m = 1,2, •••, and a measure (be U"n

such that
limsup <bjA = (bB and (bA^ liminf (bJmBwhenever CliA) c Int(J3).
m-*<x>

m-»<X}
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Proof. By a well-known theorem on integration theory we can choose a
subsequence cbj^ = pm, say, m = 1,2, — , and a measure cbe \J"nso that for any
continuous function fix) with domain £„,

(1)

lim ffix)dpm = ¡fix)dçb.
m-*ao J

J

Let Cl(^) c Int(B). Then we can define/(x)

as follows:

1 whenever xeCKyl),

l(
i0

whenever x e £„ - Int(B).

We can extend/(x) to the whole of £„, so that/(x) is continuous and 0 ^/(x)

_ 1.

Then

PmA= J fix)dpm,
and hence, by (1),
lim sup pmA ^
m-+oo

fix)dcp _ $B,
J

as required, and the second part is proved similarly.
Lemma 11. If s is a number and k an integer such that

0 = s<fc = n,

then Pin,s,k) implies P(n,s, fc—1).
Proof. Let us suppose the lemma is not true. Then there exist s, fc such that
0 ^ s < fc= n, Pin,s,k) is true but P(«,s,fc —1) is false.
Under this hypothesis we will construct a measure c¡>e U'k, and show that
P(k,s,fc —1) is false. This will contradict Lemma B with n = fc.
First, however, we construct a sequence of measures cbj,of which a subsequence
will converge to cb. We do this in the following
Assertion.
We can find nQ,Ko,>0, a sequence of measures cbjeUk, and
of closed sets Dj c: Ek, j = 1,2, •••, such that

(1)

0 6 Dj, lim 4>j[DjO CkiqPr)] - rs, lim 0y[DyH Ct(0,1)] = 1,
j -» 00

j -* oo

and

(2)

liminf cbjlDj n M^faj.S.JJoM')]

> X0r5,

/-»CO

whenever q¡eD¡ nCt (0,1/2), 0 < r S 1/2 a«d Se^t.
We now prove this Assertion.
Since P(n,s,fc —1) is false, for some $e U"nwe can find a icb,s) regular set
A* e 3Sn,cbA*> 0, none of whose points are weakly i<f>,s,k—l) tangential. On
the other hand, by Pin,s,k) we have that A* is weakly icp,s,k) tangential.
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At every point aeA*, we can find K,n0>0

[December

such that

liminf r~s(b[A r\Mkn~1ia,R,r]Qr,r)']>

K whenever Re&„.

r-»0

By taking a suitable subset A c A*, with <¡>A
> 0, we may assume that the above
holds uniformly at every aeA for some K,r¡0 independent of a. Similarly, we
may assume that the ((/>,s) density, which is always positive by regularity,
is always less than some / > 0 at every aeA.
For each positive integer j, we can now find a closed set Aj cz A, r¡ > 0 and

lj such that

(3)

0 <lj<l,

(¡>Aj>0,

and at every point aeA¡,
(4)

(5)

|(b\Cnia,r)-\

- ljrs\ < l}irs/j) whenever r<r},

<P[M„"\a,R,n0r,

r)] > Krs whenever R e <Snand r < rs,

and
(6)

liminf r"s(b[Mk„ia,R,il/4j)r,r)']

< lj/j for some R e9m.

r-»0

For each j, let a} be a point of A¡ at which

©„(<?,£„-¿;,ay)

= 0.

Then we can find p¡ < \r¡ such that
(7)

<PiiEn- Aj) n Cnia},4p,)] < l/j>'j/j),

and (using (6)) such that for some Rj e &„,

<b[Mfaj,Rj,(l/])pj,4pjï}< 4slj(psj/j),
and with (7) this gives

(8)

(blAjn Mkiaj, Rj, il/j)pj, 4p;)] = Oil}ip)/j)).

Let a be any point in A¡ n CB(a;,2p;), and p any number such that

0<p^2p;.
Then

Ca(a,p)<zC¿aj,4pj),
and so from (4) and (7),

|<blAjnCnia,pf\ - ljp*\< ilj/j)ip*+ ft = Oiljipyj)),
hence
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A[Aj n CAa,p)] = lj[ps + OO»;//)].

Also, from (5) and (7),
(10)

cb[Aj nMkn-\a,R,noP,p)]

> Kps - Ifâ/j)

whenever R e<Sn.

For each ; we next define a special measure p¡ e \J"k,and a set B¡ c £fc.
To simplify, we assume that axes are such that a¡ —0 and R¡ = I„. Also, let

L\ia},Rj,i\/f)P}AP})
= LFor any set B c Ek, we define

PjB= cb\ABxEn_k)nAjnL].
Let B; = P^iAj nL). Assume always j > n. Then for any beB}C\Ct(0,py)
we can find
aeAjf\LnC„

(a ¡, 2pj)

such that a e {b} x En_k.
For any positive X < p} we have

(11)

C„(fl,X)n L c (Q(f>,A)x £„_t) n L <=C„(a,A+ («//)p7).

Recalling that (9) holds for any aeAjC\CAaj,2pj)
follows that

and positive p<2p¡, it

Pj\_Bjnckib,X)-]= 0[(C,(M) x £„_,) riilj ni]
^ 0[AjnC,(a,A + (fi//)Pj)], from (11),

= /y[(A+ in/j)Pj)' + Oip]/j)l from (9),

=<<M-'T>£+?)]■
The error term is rather awkward because s — I may be negative. But an important property of this term is that it tends to zero as ;' tends to infinity.
The opposite inequality is

PjlBj n Ckib,A)]^ <p{AjnLn Cn{a,A)]

^ cb\\Aj
nCAa,X)1- cftAjnM*LaJ,Rjt(l/j)pj.4pj¡]
> IjlX'-r Oip'j/jy]- Oiljip'j/j)),from (8) and (9),

= lj[Xs+ Oip)/j)l
Consequently,
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Uj\_BjnCkib,X)-\
= i,[x'+ 0^~lf
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+ & + ^)]

whenever

beBjC) CkiO,pj), X< pj and j > n.
Note that this is, in a certain sense, an analogue in Ek of (9).
We next obtain a similar analogue of (10). Take then any Se&k, and form
the matrix

R = \S

L0

°

I„-k

For any beBj(~\ Ck (0,pf) we can, as before, find

aeAjHLn

Cnia¡,2p^

such that
a e{b} xJ5„_t.
Next we take, if possible, any X such that

(13)

X< p, and X> 2-ZL.
no)

We can now prove that

(14)

[_Mkk-1ib,S,t1oX)xE„_k]nL=

M'-'i^R^nL.

For the set Mk~1ia,R,n0X) is the set of points x such that, if
R(x-a)

= y,

then |ym| > n0X for at least one value of m = k, ••-,«. Let the last row of S,
the only one which matters, be given by the direction 0 = (0(1),•■-,9(k)). Then
the condition on x is that either
(i) 0t(x(1) - a(1)) + ■■•+ 0,(xw - aw)| > n0X, or
(Ü) x(m) —a(m)| > n0A for at least one value of m = k + !,•••, n.
Since aeL, we have
\a(m)\^il/j)pj,

m = /c+l,-,n.

Also, from (13) we have r¡QX
> {2/f)p}.
Consequently, if possibility (ii) is realised, we have

\x{m)\>a/j)Pj
for at least one value of m = k + 1, ■•■,«, which implies x^L. Thus the set
on the right-hand side of (14) is the set of x such that (i) holds, and, in addition,
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m = k + l,-,n.

This is seen to be the same as the set on the left-hand side of (14), and so (14)
is proved.
Now,
[Mkk-\b,S,r}0X,X) x En_k~\nL

= lMkk-\b,S,r,0X) x £„_,] D\Ckib,X) x £„_,] HL
=> Mkn~\a,R,ri0X) nC„ia,X) C\L, from (11) and (14),
= Mk-\a,R,n0X,X)r\L.

Hence

PjlBjnM'-'i^S^X)-]
= (bíAjniMl-'i^S^oíX)

x En-k)nL\

^ 4>\_AjnMk-1ia,R,n0X,X)DL-\

= <b\_Aj
nM'-^R^X)-]

> KXs+ o(lj?A,

- (b[AjnMk,iaj,Rj,il/j)pj,4Pj)-]

from (8) and (10).

This is true for any X given by (13). That is, we have

(15)

pj[Bj DMkk-1ib,S,n0X,X)'\ > kXs+ oilj^-\

whenever

beBjC\ Ck(0,pj) and 2 —J- < X < p¡.
1oJ
Finally, we transform (12) and (15) into (l)and

(2), respectively, as follows : Let

Dj = p-j1Bj,

and let (bj e Uk be the measure such that for any set A,

Then for any q¡ e Dj n Ck (0,1) we have

b = PjqjeBjnCk(0,Pj),
and for any positive r < 1, we have

X = PjT<Pj.
Hence, from (12), provided j > n,
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PjlBjnCAPjqpPjr)] = lj[pW + o(p)^y-

+ j + ±r))].

That is,

tpjlDj n CAqpr)-] = rs + 0^-

+ j + j),

which gives us (1), as required.
Similarly, we deduce from (15), that provided
2^-r

>7o7

<p,r,
J

or j>2—,

lo*

then

PjlBjnM'-'ipjqpS^oPj^pjr)]

> KPy+o(lj

^j.

That is,
<l>j\.DjnMkk-liqj,S,r,0r,ry]>yri

+ o(j).

From (3),

K
K
Y > -j = Ko>say.
and (2) now follows.
We have already noted that cbe Uk. Since each Aj was closed, the transformed
sets Dj are also closed. Finally, 0 6 B¡ and hence 0 e Dp Since we have established
(1) and (2), the proof of our Assertion is complete.

The next step is to deduce from the Assertion that P(fc,s,fc—1) is false.
For each j, let

fjix) = p(x, Dj n Ck(0,1)),

xeEk.

These functions are equicontinuous and hence we can find a convergent subsequence such that
limfjmix) =/(x),

which is continuous.

m-»co

But to simplify notation we can assume without loss of generality that
lim/J.(x)=/(x),
y-»»

and the Assertion will still hold.
The sets ^-measured in the Assertion are contained in Dj(~\CkiO,l). We
may therefore assume without loss of generality that
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cbjA= 0 whenever A n D¡ C\Q(0,1) is empty.

Thus we may apply Lemma 10, taking a further subsequence. Or, we may assume
without loss of generality that for some measure c¡>
e Uk,

ill)

lim sup cj)jA<; cbBand cbA^ liminf cbsB
J-»00

J-»GO

whenever

Cl(/4)cInt(B).
Now let D be the set of x at which fix) = 0. (This is a kind of limit of £>,).
Take any point q eD n Ck(0,1/2). At q we shall obtain formulas analogous
to (1) and (2) of the Assertion, with <j>}
replaced by cb.

Since fiq) = 0, we have
lim piq,Dj) = 0.
/-♦oo

given e > 0 we can find m > 0 such that
piq, Dj) < s whenever j > m.

That is, for each j> m there exists ^yeD; nCt (0,1/2) such that piq,qj)<e.
Take any positive r ^ 1/2, so that (1) holds. Also,

CAQj,r) c Ckiq, r + s) c Kkiq, r + 2s).
Hence

cb[CAq,r + 2e)-]^cblKkiq,r + 2e)-]
^ limsup <pj\Ckiq,r + e)~\,from (17),
J-»oo

^ limsup ^[Ci(gy,r)]
/-»OO

= limsup 4>jlDJnCkiqJ,r)'], from (16),
/-»CO

= r", from (1).
Since e is arbitrary, </>[CA(g,r)]^ r*. Similarly, we can obtain from (1), (16)
and (17) the reverse inequality, and so

(18)

tf>[C4(<z,r)]
= rs.

Applying the same technique to (2) and using the fact that for all sufficiently
large j, and any S e @k,
Mkk-\q,S,n0rl2,r

we also have

+ £) ^Mkk-\qpS,ri0r,r),
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> K0r°.

Thus every point of D nCt(0,l/2) is ((/>,s)regular, but not weakly (0,s,fc-l)
tangential. It remains to prove that

d»[DnC.(0,l/2)] >0.
Since OeDj for all ; we have OeD. Hence from (18),

0[Ct(O,l/2)] = 2"s.
On the other hand, every point of Ck(0,1/2) - D is contained in a sphere K

such that
K O Dj is empty for all j.
Hence this sphere contains a concentric sphere C such that

4>C= liminf <bjK= 0.
j->co

It now follows that
¿[C4(0,l/2)-D]

= 0

and

0[DnC,(O,l/2)]

= 2-s.

Consequently, P(/c,s,fc— 1) is false. This contradicts Lemma B and so Lemma
11 must be true, as required.
Proof of Lemma C. (Stated at the beginning of this section.) Let 0 _ s < k
+ 1 = n. We regard s and n as fixed, and use induction on k, starting with

k = n —1, which is Lemma B.
We repeatedly apply Lemma 11, giving us the sequence of propositions

P(n,s,n-1),

P(n,s,n-2),"-,P(n,s,t),

where t + 1 is the least integer greater than s.
This completes the proof.
8. Lemma 12. Let (be U"„, s = 0, k a non-negative integer
be a weakly i(b,s,k) tangential set. Then s^k.

and let Bcz38n

Proof. Choose a closed set A <=B, where 0^4 > 0, and r > 0, / > 0 such
that at every point xeA,
(1)

- lp'< (b[Cnia,p)~\ < 2lps whenever p <r.
ù

Let x0eA he any weakly i(b,s,k) tangential point at which
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QsAcb,E„-A,xo) = 0.
Then given any positive n < 1, we can find r0<r
(2)

0[M„(xo,Ro,/;ro,ro)]<

and R0e^„

such that

-lrs0,

and
(3)

</>[(£„- A) nC„(x0,r0)]<jj/r0.

Then, from (1) and (2),

3

cb\LkAx0,R0,nr0,r0)~] > -lr%,

and so from (3)
(4)

4\A nlí,(x0,R0,»jr0,r0)]

> -lrs0.

We shall obtain an inequality in the opposite direction by dividing
Lkix0,R0,nr0,r0) into cubes and applying (1) to each of those cubes which intersect A. The cubes used are those bounded by the lines
x0) = mnr0,

j = l,---,n,

where m takes integer values. The number
Lkix0,R0,nr0,r0)

of those cubes which intersect

is Oin~k).

Consider a typical cube C which contains a point xeA. Then C„(x,2"/2nr0) =>C,

and hence from (1),

</>04nc)<2(ns/2+1V'-ÔSumming, we have
<p[A nL*(x0,R0,f/r0,r0)]

= ¿W^o).

With (4), this gives us nk~* = Oil). Since n can be arbitrarily small, this is
only possible with s ^ fc, as required.

9. Proof of Theorem 2. Trivially, B is weakly i<f>,s,ri) tangential and so
by Lemma 12, s^n.
Let k be the least integer greater than s—1, so that s < fc+ 1 ^ n, and, by
Lemma C, Pin,s,k) is true, whence B is weakly icb,s,k) tangential. It follows
from Lemma 12 that s ^ fc, which implies that s = k.
That is, (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 are established as required.
Theorem 1 now follows by Lemma A.
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